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ABSTRACT

Applied social scientists often have missing values of.some variables
that they assume are random in their data sets.

Yet the guidance for

choosing among a number of methods that have been proposed to deal with
randomly missing values is not very clear and often inconsistent.

We present

the results of a Monte Carlo experiment to test the alternative methods for
dealing with different degrees of randomly missing observations in a set of
social science data with about 1200 observations.
cost considerations lead us to several conclusions:

Our Monte Carlo results and
(1) The use of means as

a proxy for missing observations is unsatisfactory (2) The use of proxies
estimated from auxiliary regressions may be best if the correlations in those
regressions are sufficiently high and if enough emphasis is placed on small
dispersions around the true values, but often instruments for the auxiliary
regressions that result in sufficiently high correlations are not available.
(3) Frequently, therefore, various methods of moments are preferable.

(4)

In many cases the simplest "listwise" method of moments, in which incomplete
observations are simply dropped,may be the best choice because the cheapness
of implementing such a strategy offsets its slight inadequacies relative to
other more efficient methods of moments.

-----------------

1.

INTRODUCTION
Economists and other social scientists often encounter missing data

problems.

These may be grouped into at least three major categories:

(1)

Some desired variables simply may not be observable (e.g., permanent income,
expected prices, natural ability and motivation).l (2) Some variables may not
be observable. for part of the actual (or conceptual) sample because of selection rules about inclusion in the sample or in a certain activity (e.g., one
cannot determine market wages for individuals who select out of paid participat ion in the labor force, or the returns to university education for indivi' i es
)2
'
d
ual s wh 0 se 1 ect not to go to unlverslt
•

(3) Some values of some varia-

bles may be missing randomly (e.g., random nonresponses to survey questions).
In this paper we focus on the third of these missing data problems.
The discussion of this problem has a long history in statistics and a more
limited history in the economic literature.

Most of it is concerned with

maximum likelihood solutions for dealing with incomplete data sets because
of randomly missing values for some variables.
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We became interested in this

problem because we are involved in a large study in which, we believe, there
are randomly missing responses from respondents in a survey.

Conversations

with other applied researchers led to several suggestions about alternative
approximate methods that have been adopted in previous empirical work to
deal with' data that are hypothesized to have some randomly missing values of
some variables.

However, as practitioLers, we could find very little to guide

us in choosing among these methods for a sample of our size (about 1200),
.given different proportions of missing observations and different apparent
correlations between variables.
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Methods of Moments
These alternatives use subsets of complete observations on x and y to
estimate the equivalent of the moments in the numerator and denominator in
relation (1).

They do not use proxies for missing observations.

They differ

in the extent of information that they use to estimate relevant variances,
covariances and means.

We list them in order of increasing use of information:

MMl Method of Moments Based on Complete Overlapping Observations for All
Variables, or Listwise Approach.

This me~hod drops all incomplete observa-

tions and calculates the correlation between x and-yon the base of the r
remaining totally complete observations.
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If these observntions nrc complete for z, m equals rand MMl and

are identical.
}jethod of }loments Based on Complete

MN3

for the

THO

Overl~ng

Observations

Relevant Series for Covari.ance in Numerator and All Available

Observations for Variances in Denominator.

This method uses the m

complete overlapping observations on x and y for the numerator and the
p complete observations for x and the q complete observations for y,

respectively, for the variances in the deDominator.

If p equals q

equals m so that either both x and yare observed or both are missing,
HM3 reduces to }f:-12. 6
}~14

Hethod of Homents Based on All Available Observations for

Means in Covarinnce in N'..lmerator and for Variances in Denominator.

This

method uses the p complete observations for x to estimate the mean of

x that is used to calculate the covariance in the numerator and to
estimate the variance of x in the denominator; it does the same for y.

The

covariance in the numerator then is calculated for the m complete overlapping observations for x and y, but the discrepancies from the means
refer to the means based on p and q observations for x and y, respectively,
not just to the m overlapping observations as in MM3.
equals m,

}~14

}j}1.5

If P equals q

reduces to NN2.

Method of Mor.lents Based on .All Available Observations for

Heans .1n Covariance in. Numerator and for Vari.ance in Denominator ,~Tith
Scaling-Up.

This metl,od uses all of the available observations for each

component of the c,?rrelntion as does HH4·, but each sum is "scaled-up"
to rcprc~cnt n observations (e.g~, Ix over·p observations is multiplied
by nIp,

~y

over q observations is multiplied by n/q, etc.).
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Proxy

~ethods

These methods replace the randomly missing observations with proxies;
and then use relation (1) to estimate the correlation between x and y as if
there were n complete observations.

They differ in the choice of proxies.

PM! Proxy Method Based on Means, or Zero-Order Method.

In this alter-

native the proxy for missing values of x is the mean of x estimated from the
p observations on x; the proxy for missing values of y is the mean of y estimated from the q observations on y.
PM2 Proxy Method Based on Estimates from Auxiliary Regressions, or FirstOrder Method.

This method uses estimates of x from auxiliary regressions that

are based on existing observations of x with some regression(s) to fill in
for missing observations of x; it does the same for y.7
General Observations
Before we turn to out discussion

OZ relative

costs and of our experimental

procedure and results, we make five observations about these approaches to
estimating correlation coefficients if there are randomly missing observations.
First, these methods are widely used, because values of variables are
very often missing in data sets, and researchers are willing to assume (and
occasionally test) that the missing values are random.
Perhaps the most widely used (although not always acknowledged) procedure
is the listwise approach or method of moments in which only complete observations for all variables (MMI) are used.

Quite often, incomplete observations

are simply dropped from the samples, and standard statistical programs are
used to analyze the remaining complete observations as if they comprised the
total data set.
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The other methods of moments, with one exception, are available on
widely used standard statistical packages.

For example SPSS includes MMZ

(" pairwise"), and BMD includes MHZ ("corp!lir"), MM3 ("copair"), and MM4
("allvalue").

The exception is MMS, the one that uses all available obser-

vations and "scales-up;" this is an alternative that we devised early in our
concern about randomly missing values for some variables.
The proxy methods probably are second only to the listwise method of
moments (MMl) in frequency of use.

The use of the mean as a proxy (PMI) is

an option in canned statistical programs at many centers of such analysis
(e.g., STAT JOB at the University of Wisconsin).

If the use of such proxies

is not an option in canned programs, researchers frequently "fill-in" the
missing observations by means or by regression estimates, and then use the
completed data matrix with standard computer programs.as if there were not
any missing values.
Second, the methods clearly differ in their efficiency.

As we noted

above, the five methods of moments use different subsets of data to estimate
the correlations, and only the last two (MM4 and MM5) use all of the available
information on x and y.

The other methods of moments, which discard some of

this information, are therefore less efficient.

Since we present the methods

of moments in order of their use of information, we also present them in order
of increasing efficiency.
The proxy method that uses means (PMI) is more efficient than the first
three methods of moments in that all available information on x and y, respectively, is used to estimate the means.

But it is less efficient because it

·does not use the available information about associations between deviations
from the mean for x and for y in the

ill

observations that are complete for
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both.

Given this trade-off, the relative efficiency of PM! versus the

methods of

mome~t$

i$ not clear.

The proxy method that uses auxiliary regrgssions to
missing values (PM2) is more

efficie~t

obtainesti~ates

than the qne that uses

~ea~s

for

(fMl)

in that it uses the information about the associatton(s) between the vartaple
of interest and other variable(s).

If the only right-hand-side variable that
vari~ble

is in the auxiliary regression is the other

correlation of interest, then this method uses
as do the most efficient of the methods of
..
8
e ff.~c~ent.

If, in addition, other

that enters tnto the

e~actly

~ments

the same

i~formation

and must be equallY

right-hand~side variables

(say z) are used,

this method uses more information and appears to be more efficient than
of the others.
other

~ny

However, unless there are no additional missing values of the

right-hanq~side variables

(z), this appearance may be misleaq;ng, since

the missing value problem is only pushed back a step tp the auxiliary regression and there may be an efficiency trade-off in dealing with it.
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If r is

less than m so that there are some missing values of z and these incomplete
observations are dropped from the auxiliary

regression~

relative efficiency

hinges upon whether or not more information is gained from using z than is
lost by disgarding some information on the associations between

~

and y.

If,

on the other hand the auxiliary regression does not include the other correlates
of interest (e.g., y, if the purpose is to estimate values for missing values
of x; as Hester [1976] and others have done using this method), then relative
efficiency again hinges on the gains from using z versus the losses from not
using the information on the association between x and y.
Third, the methods that use different subsets of observations to estimate
the different components of the correlation coefficient are not guaranteed by
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construction to give a correlation estimate that is less than or equal to one
in absolute value.

The three more efficient methods of moments (MM3, MM4,

and MMS) all fall into this category.

We note, however, that a correlation

estimate less than or equal to one in absolute value is a mixed blessing.
The first·two methods of moments and the two proxy methods give such correlation
estimates even if the maintained hypothesis--that the missing observations are
rando~-is

patently false.

In such circumstances, methods MM3, MM4, and MM5

may give estimates greater than one in absolute value--a result that would
warn the user that the missing observations are indeed not random.
In the multivariate extension of the missing value problem to the estimation of a correlation matrix, the analogue to a correlation coefficient
greater than one in absolute value is a variance-covariance matrix that is
not positive definite.

The second method of moments (MM2), like MM3, 4, and 5,

also may give this result even if all of the correlation coefficients calculated
by it are less than one since the elements of the variance-covariance terms
in general are estimated from different subsets of observations.

IO

We do

not believe that the guarantee by construction of a positive definite covariance matrix for the listwise method of moments (MMI) and the two proxy
methods (PMI and PM2) is a strong reconnnendation for the.ir use instead of·
the other methods of moments (MM2, MM3, }fM4, and MMS).
Fourth, we suspect that the proxy methods (PMI and PM2) are biased towards zero; we believe that, the use of imperfect proxies for randomly missing
values may be analogous to introducing, into the right-hand-side variable in
a .bivariate regression, a random error that biases the estimated coefficient
of that variable towards zero.

If missing values of x are replaced by estimates,
.I

the estimated coefficient of x in the regression of y on x is biased downward

I
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in absolute magnitude (and vice versa).

Thus such procedures result in a

downward bias in the product of the two coefficient estimates, and thereby
in its square root, the correlation coefficient estimate.

For the auxiliary

regression proxy method (PM2) this "errors in the variable" bias is smaller,
the more highly correlated the proxy is with the time series.
Fifth, the few previous related studies and conjectures do not lead us
to a strong a priori ranking of all of these alternatives, although most of
these studies agree in placing the use of the means as a proxy (PMl) below
a number of other alternatives.
Hester (1976) conducts Monte Carlo experiments with different sample
sizes (50, 100, 500) for three methods to deal with randomly missing observations within a multivariate framework.
the

~ethod

and

pre~ers

of

mq~ents

On the basis of his results he prefers

(MM2) over the auxiliary regression proxy method (PM2),

that over the use of means (PMl).

He also refers to Glasser's

(1964) proof of the consistency of the multivariate extension of MM2.

ll

However he finds that this method often does not lead to a positive definite
variance-covariance matrix, particularly with smaller samples (see point three
above).
Griliches, Hall and Hausman (1978) present some estimates that suggest that
for their sample of 2200-2300 observations, the gains in efficiency from using
the greater information in the second method of moments (MM2) if r is less
than m do not lead to different substantive interpretations of their regression results than when they use the listwise procedure in the first method of
moments (MMI) (an option that Hester did not consider).

Haitovsky (1968)

also concludes that the listwise method of moments (MMl) is preferable to the
use of the means as proxies (PMl).
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But Gril:Lches, : Hall··and Hausman (1978, p. 178) also explicitly
criticize Hester's ranking of the method of moments (MM2) above the auxiliary
regression proxy alternative (PM2).

They characterize Hester ',s results as

"somewhat strange and biased" because he excludes, from the eligible instruments for his estimated replacement for missing observations, the other
right-hand-side variables in the multivariate regression.

We note further

that Hester's proxies are no more correlated with the variables that they are
used to estimate than all of the variables in his regressions are correlated
with each other; this, too, seems a strange restriction to use.

Frane (1976),

incidentally, advocates the use of some variant of the auxiliary regression
proxy procedure as a practical alternative when there are not too many missing
observations and when the correlations between the missing variable and other
variables are sufficiently high, although he makes no explicit comparison with
the methods of moments.
To complete the circle, Madda1a (1977, p. 205) suggests that "in commonsense considerations"the auxiliary regression proxy method (PM2) "should do
better than the classical least squares methods which discard all observations with gaps in data" (Le., the 1istwise method of moments,MM1).

At

the risk of some oversimplification, one can summarize this literature as being
circular:

Madda1a conjectures that PM2 is better than MM1 that Gri1iches,

Hall and Hausman illustrate in a particular case is as good as is MM2 that
Hester concludes is superior (if usable) to PM2 that Madda1a •••

12

3.

COSTS OF ALTERNATIVES

Before turning to our experimental procedure we make comments about
the relative costs of the various methods.

The objective is to obtain a

correlation matrix from a set of variables that have randomly missing observations.

Costs may involve:

(1) computer programming, (2) computer time,

and (3) other features of the already existing computer programs.
(1) If the computer programming is costly to a particular user and the
BMD program (or some canned statistical package with the same features for
dealing with randomly missing observations) is readily available, the last
method of moments with scaling-up (MMS) is most expensive.

The listwise

method of moments (MMl) requires trival programming or hand sorting to elimina te the incomp:J",ete observations; then a standard correlation program can be
used.

The other three methods of moments (MM2, MM3, MM4) are available as

BMD options.

The replacement of missing observations by means (PM1) requires

trivial programming to fill the gaps; a standard correlation program can then
be used (and some standard statistical packages have this whole procedure as
an option).

The auxiliary regression proxy approach (PM2) requires trivial

programming or hand-sorting to identify the subset of observations for the
estimation of the auxiliary regressions by a standard statistical package,
trivial programming for the estimation of the proxies from the estimated
regressions, and the use of a standard correlation program with the completed
matrix once again, some standard statistical packages have this whole pro. ) • 12
ce dure as an optlon

If the BMD or some similar program is not available or is too costly to
use, the programming involved in the middle three methods of moments (MM2,
MM3, MM4) is on the same level as for MMS--somewhat more than trivial for a

,'.
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programmer with limited experience, but not all that complicated.

If

however, the correlation matrix is not an end in itself, but an intermediate
step that is used in an already existing program that a programmer finds
complicated, the last four methods of moments may be relatively costly.
(2) In terms of computer time, the listwise method of moments (M}IT)
is the fastest and the use of means as proxies (PMI) is next.

Among the other

methods of moments, MM2 is slowest, because the relevant subsample for the
mean and variance for a given variable generally changes for every correlation
coefficient involving that variable since the missing observations for the other
variables in general change.

The required time for MM2 increases more than

proportionally with the nu.mber of variables.

For a similar reason in computing

the means, MH3 is somewhat slower than HM4 and MMS.

In the auxiliary regression

proxy method (PM2) computing the auxiliary regressions themselves is time
consuming; whether this method is quicker than the last four methods of moments
depends on the number of variables that are used in the auxiliary regression
in conparisonto the number of variables in the overall correlation matrix, the
proportion of missing observations, and the speed of the regression algorithm
versus the specialized correlation coefficient algorithms.
(3) Packaged programs differ in their degree of accuracy, and in the
specialized options (some of them costly and infrequently used) that they
offer.

Partly for this reason, more satisfactory discipline-specific and often

institution-specific programs have been developed.

If alternative methods of

dealing with randomly missing variables do not already exist in such programs
(or cannot be readily introduced), switching to a program likeBMD to deal
with the problem of randomly missing values of some variables means that the
user must forego the advantages of the preferred program--including familiarity.

- - - - ----

-~-

- - - -- - - - - -

----- -

-

- - -

-

----

-~----
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This is most likely to make the middle three methods of moments (MM2, MM3,
and MM4) relatively costly.
We cannot aggregate all of these elements of cost since they obviously
vary among users.

For most economists at major research institutions,

however, the listwise method of moments (MMl) is probably cheapest, with the
use of means as proxies (PMl) very close behind.

Because of familiarity with

specialized programs, the auxiliarY regression proxy method (PM2) comes next.
The middle three methods of moments (MM2, MM3, MM4) follow because of their
availability (especially MM2) in general statistical packages, but if programming has to be

~ndertaken

(MM5) is no more costly.

to use them, the last of the methods of moments
Although the relative differences in speed may be

large, the absolute differences are not likely to be a major factor in choosing
among the last

~our

methods of moments unless the selected option must be

heavily used or the data sets are very large.

4.

OUR EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
We begin with a set of six correlations that we assume are true.

Monte

Carlo studies often use correlations among constructed variables, but we use
as our standard for comparison the actual correlations among data from every
third family in the 1976 Wisconsin SIE data set for the following four variables:
family income, family earnings, number of family members under age 65, number
of family members over age 65.

We use this standard of comparison because we

believe that it is representative of the type of data that economists and
other social scientists often use.

The complete sample size (n) is 1238.

We present the complete sample correlations among these four variables
in Table 1.

Note that this set of variables has a wide range of "true"
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correlations •.- This enables us to see if the ordering of our seven alternative
methods depends on the degree of the true underlying correlations.
We also are interested in whether or not the proportion of missing observations affects the relative merits of the alternative methods.

Therefore,

we consider the results for six different ranges of randomly missing
tions of each variable:

observa~

0 to 5 percent, greater than 5 to 10 percent, greater

than 10 to 15 percent, greater than 15 to 20 percent, greater than 20 to 25
percent, and greater than 25 to 30 percent.
We consider all seven methods.

For the auxiliary regression proxy method

(PM2), however, there is a critical question:

how correlated is the actual

series with the estimated one that replaces the missing observations?

We

consider three alternatives, in which this correlation is about 0.33 (low),
about 0.67 (medium); and about .95 (high), respectively.

These imply that the

coefficients of determination between the estimated and the actual series are
about .11, .45, and .90, respectively.

In all three cases we assume that

the right-hand-side variable in the auxiliary regression has no missing

~alues.

For each combination of correlation, range of missing observations, and
method, we conduct 20 independent random drawings for missing observations
and then estimate the correlation coefficient by the indicated method.
implies a total of 6 correlations

*

6 ranges of missing observations

methods (including all three alternatives for PM2)
6480 correlation coefficients.

*

This

*

9

20 independent drawings

Of course these can be grouped in various ways:

1080 alternative estimates for each of the 6 correlations, 720 estimates for
each of the 9 methods, 1080 estimates for each of the 6 ranges, etc.

We

sununarize these distributions by giving the difference between the true
correlation for a group and the mean of the estimates in that group, as well
as the standard deviations of the distributions of these differences.

Table 1
"True" Correlations Among Data On
Every Third Family in 1976 Wisconsin SIE Data
for n = 1238.

1

2

3

1.

Family income

1.000

2.

Family earrtings

0.898

1.000

3.

Number of family
members under 65

0.475

0.592

1.000

Number of family
members over 65

-0.156

-0.370

-0.538

4.

4

1.000

17
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RESULTS

Table 2 summarizes the results for different methods across the 6 true
correlation values.

Table 3 summarizes the results for different methods

across the 6 ranges of proportions of missing observations.

In both of

these tables in each cell we give the difference between the true value and
the mean of the estimated values, and the standard deviation of the distribution of the differences between the true value and the estimated values.
We first consider the deviations of the means of the distributions from the
true value and the sensitivity of these deviations to alternative methods,
true correlations, and proportions of missing observations.

We then consider

the standard deviations of these distributions of discrepancies from the true
values and their sensitivity to the same characteristics.

Table 4 illustrates

the ratings by these criteria.
Deviations of Distribution Means from True Values

Smaller absolute deviations between the means and the true values clearly
are desirable,- ceteris paribus.
Across methods:

The last row of Table 2 summarizes the results across

methods on an overall basis

across all 6 true correlation coefficients

and all 6 ranges of missing observations.

By this criterion the methods of

moments are preferable to the proxy methods.

But the absolute differences

among the overall deviations between the mean$ and the true values are all
within one standard deviation of the distribution of discrepancies from the
true values for the method (MM4) that has the smallest absolute deviation
between the means and the true values.

- - - - --- - - - - - - - - - -

-~--- -----~--- -

----

Table 2
Means and Standard Deviations of Distributions of Discrepancies for
Alternative Methods of Estimating Correlation Coefficients with
Randomly Missing Data and Alternative "True" Correlations.

Proxy Methods

Method of Moments
"True"
correlation
(from table
1)

Listwise
MMl

MM2

X2Xl
.898

.00157
.026

.00022
.018

X3Xl
.475

-.00311
.039

X3X2
.592

'1 11

Means
PMl

Auxiliary Regressions
I'HZ-low
PM2-medium
PHZ--high
correlation correlation correla-tioD.

MM4

MM5

.00079
.041

-.00085
.041

-.00094
.061

.13901
.086

.12053
.073

.07923
.047

.01366
.008

.. 03907
.074

-.00112
.027

.00093
.. 024

.00089
.024

-.00099
.042

.07-496
.044

.06798
.041

.03932
.025

.00886
.006

.02086
.044

.-.00135
.033

-.00179
.018

-.00066
.019

-.00067
.019

-.00005
.037

.09152
.052

,.08524
.049

.05242
.030

.00902
.006

.025967

X4Xl
-.156

.00035
.039

.00049
.025

.00032
.024

.00036
.024

.00157
.029

' -.02374
.024

-.01974
.022

-.01238
.. 014

-.00303
.004

-.00620
.026

X4X2
-.370

.00020
.025

.00057
.. 016

.00094
.017

.00099
.017

.00025
.019

-.05676
.036

-.05l58
.033

-.03300
.022

-.00,8+32

.006

-.01635
.032

X4X3
-.583

-.00279
.020

'-.00054
.011

-.00048
.018

-.00047
.018

-.00135
.015

-.09122
.053

-.08259
.048

-.04879
.030

-.01087
.007

-.02659
.045

Total
-.00086
across
.031
correlations

-.00036
.020

.00005
.025

.00004
.025

-.00025
.'037

.02230
.099

.01'998
.089

.01277
.056

.00147
.012

.'00613
.053

Note:

MM3

Total
Acros'S
Methods

.049

-

Each cell contains the mean discrepancy and the standard deviation of the discrepancies. See Section 2 for the
definition of the methods. See S~ction 3 for a description of the experimental procedure. Each method
correlation cell is based on 120 observations. The totals across methods are based on 1080 observations. The
totals across correlations are bas·ed on 720 observations. The overall total is 6480 observations ..

Table 3
Means and Standard Deviations of Distributions of Discrepancies
fur Alternative Methods of Estimating Correlation Coefficients
with Randomly Missing Data for Alternative Proportions of
Total Data Set.

Methods of Moments

Range of
Percentage
Listwise
of ~issing
MI1l
Observations

MM4

}1H5

Means
PHI

Proxy Methods
Auxiliary Regressions

Total

PH2-1ow PM2-medium PM2-high
correlation correlation correlation

MM2

MH3

.00123
.010

.00173
.007

.00125
.009

.00125
.009

.00091
.013

.00568
.022

.00523
.020

.00327
.013

.00054
.003

.00234
.013

-.00302
.018

.00004
.014

.00109
.016

.00109
.016

.00280
.022

.01257
.048

.01050
.042

.00715
.028

.00052
.006

.00364

10+ to 15

.00068
.025

.00038
.017

.00052
.020

.00053
.020

-.00048
.026

.01845
.075

.01744
.067

.01065
.040

.00138
.009

.00550
.040

15+ to 20

.00138
.032

.00243
.018

.00076
.027

.00076
.027

-.00339
.040

.02626
.097

.02330
.087

.01618
.055

.00207
.012

.00775
.053

o

I

to 5

5+ to 10

~027

.
20+ to 25

25+ to 30

Note:

.00028
.037

-.00304
.024

-.00519
.028

-.00522
.028

-.00453
.044

.02899
.128

.02661
.115

.01756
.072

.00231
.014

·~00636

-.00512
.048

-.00369
.029

.00185
.038

.00185
.038

.00317
.057

.04184
.158

.0367'4
.137

.02180
.087

.00200
.018

.01116
.084

Each cell contains the mean discrepancy and the
definition of the methods. See Section 3 for a
correlation cell is based on 120 observations.
The totals across correla.tioI1S are based on 720

standard deviation of the discrepancies. See Section 2 for the
description of the experimental procedure. Each method
The totals across methods are based on 1080 observations.
Observations. The overall total is 6480 observations.

.068

Table 4

Ratings of Alternative Methods

.,

Criteria
Mean discrepancy
from true value

Standard deviation
of discrepancies

Probable
costs

Method
lIMI

good

good

best

MM2

good

good

moderate

MM3

best

good

moderate

MM4

best

good

moderate

MM5.

good

good

worst

PMI

worst

worst

best

PM2.-1ow

worst

poor

moderate

PM2-medium

fair

fair

moderate

PM2..,.high

good

best

moderate
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Among the methods of moments, there is a weak suggestion that those
that use more information rank higher than do those that use less.

The

overall ordering, by this criterion, is the same as that for the overall
discrepancy between the means and true values, except that MMS and MM3
are reversed.

This suggests that the more extended pairwise methods of

moments (MMJ, MM4 and

}~G)

may. be somewhat better than the one based on

complete observations for the two variables under consideration (MM2),
. and the pairwise one based on complete observations for the two variables
under consideration (HM2) may be better than just using observations that
are complete for all variables as in the listwise option (MMl).
Among the proxy methods the ordering is not surprising: the auxiliary
regression proxies (PM2) with high, then medium, and then low correlations,
and finally the use of the mean as a proxy

(P~U).

Across true correlations: 'The columns of Table 2 give some

i~9ication

of the sensitivity of the results to different true correlations.
general overall ranking of the methods of

mome~ts

Both the

above the proxy method

and the ranking among the proxy methods themselves are"preserved e
the overall ranking among the .methods of moments is not.

However

In fact,

each of the five methods of moments has the smallest absolute difference
between the mean and the true value for at least one true coefficient.
For all methods of moments and proxy methods, the absolute deviations tend to be relatively small for smaller true correlations.
this is a tendency, nota tight pattern.

But

For example for the methods

of moments with full use of information and scaling up (MMS), the largest
discrepancy is for the smallest true correlation (X4Xl = -0.156).
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For the auxiliary regression and
(PM2, PM1),

th~

th~

lise of the mean proxy methocls
rh~

patterns are as we anticipateq in SeGtion 2, above.

signs indicate that the biases are toward zerQ.

The absolute lllagn:Ltl.1cli:s

a£e systi:matie,a11y inversely assoGiated with the correlation between the
proxy and the variable that is estimated by it.
Across

~roportions

of missing observations:

The columns of 'fable 3

indicate the sensitivity of the results to changing proportions of randomly
missing observations.

The overall ranking among the proxy methods (PM1, PM2)

is preserved as the proportion of'missing

obs~rvation

ranking among the methods of moments is not.

th~

ch.anges, but

With one exception,

overall

ea~h

of the

methods of moments has the $mallest absolute dHference betweeIl the mean and
.
f or at 1 east one
t 11. e true corre 1at10n

Qf

11. 6. ranges 0 f m1ss1ng
..
..
13
te
0b Servat1ons.

Of more $igpificance is the fact that the methods of moments are not
better than PM2 - high correlation for all ranges of missing observations.
In fact,

PM2~high

correlation is

methods of moments for 0 to 5

bett~r

perc~nt

by this criterion than all of the

missing observations, better than all

but one for greater than 5 to 10 percent and greater than 20 to 25

p~rcent

missing observations, and better than 2 or 3 of the methods of moment$ for
greater than 15 to 20 and greater than 25 to 30 percent missing observations
(see Table 3).

On the other hand, the medium- and

10w~corre1ation

versions

of PM2 and the use of means in PM! qo not lead to better results, by this
criterion, than do the methods of moments for any of the 6 ranges of missing
observations (although in some cases the order of magnitude of the discrepancy
-)

between the distribution mean and the true correlation is the same).
Not surprisingly, the smaller absolute discrepancies between the means
and true values tend to be for smaller proportions of missing observations.
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This pattern is quite tight for the proxy methods, with only one small and
probably statistically insignificant inversion.
for the methods of moments.

14

It is much less tight

The cases with 0 to 10 percent of the observa-

tions missing contain the smallest absolute discrepancy only for MM2 (although
the second smallest discrepancy for MM5 and the third smallest one for all of
the methods of moments).

The cases with 20 to 30 percent missing observations

include the largest absolute discrepancy for all of the methods of moments
and the next largest for 3 of them, but also the smallest one for the listwise method of moments (MMl).
Standard Deviations of Distributions of Discrepancies from True Values

A tight distribution and small standard distribution are preferred,
ceteris paribus.

But there may be a trade-off between the position of the

mean of a distribution relative to its true value and the degree of dispersion
of the estimates.
Across methods:

The last row of Table 2 gives the overall summary

statistics across methods.

The smallest overall standard deviation is for·

the auxiliary regression with high correlation (PM2-high), followed by the
various methods of moments (MM2, MM3, MM4, MMI, MM5), and the other proxy
methods (PM2-medium, PM2-low, PMl).

Among the proxy methods the raRking is

in order of the correlation of the proxies with the variables that they are
estimating.
Among the methods of moments, the reason for this ordering is not transparent.
uses.

It does not seem to reflect the amount of information that each method

24
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6.

CONCLUSION

Our most confident conclusions are that the use of the mean as a proxy
(PMI) is the least satisfactory alternative, that the mean and auxiliary
regression methods (PMl and PM2) tend to give estimates of the correlation
coefficient biased towards zero, that the auxiliary regression proxy procedure (PM2) is more satisfactory the higher is the correlation in the auxiliary regression, and that our scaling-up method of moments (MM5) tends to be
the least satisfactory among the methods of moments.
Among the methods of moments, those that use more information (MM3, MM4
and MMS) tend to be somewhat better by the criterion related to the average
size of the discrepancy.

However, this result is not very robust, as the size

of the true correlations and the proportions of missing observations vary.
The more weight that is placed on the dispersion of the estimates, moreover,
the better is the method of moments that uses only overlapping observations
between the two series (MM2) and the worse is our scaling-up method (MM5) which
uses considerable information.

By either criterion, just using complete obser-

vations for all variables {MMI) ranks relatively low among the alternative
methods of moments.

But the relatively low ranking of this frequently used

(but not always explicitly acknowledge) listwise alternative should not be
overstressed.

Under some conditions, particularly if the criterion related

to the average discrepancy from the true value is emphasized, this approach
does better or about as well as the alternatives, the differences in ranking
may not be statistically significant and it may be much easier to implement
than the other methods of moments.
The results for the auxiliary regression proxy method (PM2) seem to
warrant neither Maddala's optimism nor Hester's pessimism (see Section 2).
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This method is preferable to the methdds of moments i f sufficient efnphasis
is placed On smaller dispersions, the correlation in the auxiliary regression
is large enough, the true correlations ate close E!ubugh to zero, and perhaps
if the proportipn of missing observations is small enough.

However, in

many cases instruments that are correlated nearly as highly with th'e variables
to be estitnat'ed as irt bur PM2-high alternative are simply hot available.
Thus we have condUcted Monte Carlo expE!rifuertts for 7 different methods
of dealing with randomly missing observations for social science data with a
range of "true" correiatibhs for about l2bO observations.

We conclude that

unless very good proxies are available for the auxiliary regression method
(PM2), thE! methods of moments seem to be the best alternatives -- and they
may be best evert if very good proxies are available.

Among the varioUs methods

of moments, in light of both bias and dispersion criteria, MM3 and MM4 appear
slightly more satisfactory

-~

but the more that dispersion is emphasized, the

bett'er is the :MM2, based on o'iTetlapp:111g ohservi1tioIlS between two series.
And the often

follnwe~

listwise method of using complete observations only

(MMl), although less satisfactory, is hot all that bad -- partitularly once
t

'"
i s conS1
'"d"ere"d' • 15
he ease 0 f computat10n

In fact our results suggest that

for our sample of about 1200, nothing substantive is likely to result from
using this listwise option instead of other more efficient method of moments
a conclusion the Griliches; Hall and Hausman (1978) also reach for a particular model and a particular sample (not a Monte Carlo study) with about twice
as many observations.
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APPENDIX:

Formulae for Alternative
CorreJation Estimates

As in Section 2, let:
p

<=

number of observations on x,

q

<=

nunmer of observations on y,

s

<=

number of observations on z,

m :: number of observations with values present for x and y,
I'

=

number of observations 'with values present fOr x, y
and z,

n

= total

number of observations (n-r of which are incomplete

in sense that the value of x, y, and/or z is randomly
missing) .
We use these letters as superscripts to designate which observations
-tn

are used in a particular sum (e.g., x

is the mean value of x over the

p q
m observations for which both x and, yare observed, rx - is the sum
of x over the observations for which x is observed but y is not observed).
We first define the following covariances and variances:
cov (x,y)l

rex

I'

-rr - r r
- x )(y - y )!(r-l) = (r(xy) -

so that only the

I'

-I' -I'
I' X
y)/(r-l)

comple,te observations for all

variables in the larger set (i.e., x, y, and z)
under analysis are used.

val' (x)l

=

r (x

I'

-r 2

- x ) /(r-l)

=

I'

(r (x)

2

-

I'

-r 2

(x ) I(r-l)

so that all sums are defined over the

I'

complete ob-

servations for the larger set (i.e., x, y, and z)
of variables under analysis (and likewise for val'
(y) 1).

cov (x,y)2

r:

over m complete overlapping observations for x'and y.
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m -m 2
E (x -x ) I(m-l) so that all sums are defined over m

var (x)2 ..

complete overlappJng observations for x and y (and
likewise for var (y) 2).

cov (x,y)3

=

E (xm_~p) (ynl-;;q) I (m-l)

(E (xy)

m

-p
m -q
m
-p-q I
- x E Y -y l;x + m x y ) (m-l)

so that the mean for x is calculated over all p
available observations, the Mean for y is calculated
over all q available observations, and the deviations
from the means are for the m overlapping

comp1et~

observations for x and y.

var (x)3

=

E (x

p

-p 2
- x ) I (p-l)

=

.p 2
-p 2
(E (x) - p (x ) ) !.(p-l)

so that all sums are calculated over all p
available observations of x (and likewise for
all q observations of y for var (y)3).

cov (x,y)4 =

«n/m)

E (xy)m - n

crossproduct term

~p yq)/(n-l) so that the
~s

complete overlapping

calculated over all m
obs~rvations

for x and y

and then scaled up by n/m to represent n observations and the means for x and y, respectively,
ate calculated over the maximum available number
of observations (p and q, respectively) and then
scaled up (by multiplying ExP and l:yq by nIp
and n/q, respectively) to represent n observations.
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var (x)4 '"
term and the mean arc calculated over the p
,,'

available observations on x and then scaled up to
repreAcn~

n observations by multiplying by nIp

(and likewise by usi,ng all q observations on y and
scaling up by n!q for var (y)4).

cov (x,y)5 =

(E (xy)m + yq Ex P-

q

+ ;{P Eyq-P + (n-m-(p-q»-(q-I'»

-p -q
y

x

-n ;{P ;q)!(n-l) so that all missing observations
arc replaced by the respective mean values that
are defined over the largest possible set of
observations (i.e., p for the mean of x and q
for the mean of y).
. - ...

var (x)5

=
ail mi.ssing observations are replaced by-'ti{~ ~ean of x
defined over all

observed values of x (and likeuise for

p

,var (y)'S ·"lith all missing values replaced by mean of
~alues

y over all q observed

COY

(x,y)6

=

(E (xy)m +E (xy)p-q + (xy) q-p

"n-p

p

-n(rx + EX
ca~h

missing

) (ry

valu~

q

of

of, y) .

+

(xy) n-p-q

",n-q
2
+ ry
)/n )/(n-l) so that
~

is replaced by an estimate,

i, and each missing value of y is replaced by ,
...

an cstimntc, y, (which
means

xp

re~uces

to

COy

(x,y)5 if

'"
and -q
y
are used as the estimates '"x and y,

r('spcctively) .
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var (x)6

=
so that each of the

il~P

missing values of x is

replaced by an estimate of x (which reduces to
var(x)5 if X equals ~p)

and likewise for

var (y) 6 in "lhich each of the n-q missing
values of y is
We now

re~laced

by an estimate

define the alternatives that are presented in Section 2.

Methods of Moments
l1l'fl :

HH2:

rl =
r2 =

COy (x,y)l.
(var (x)l *var (y)1)1 / 2
cov~,y)

(var (x)2
MM3:
~W4:

:t-iH5:

r3 =
r4 =
rS =

2

* Var

(Y)2)1/ 2

. COy (x,y)2

var (y)3)1/ 2
C'.ov (x, y) 3

(var (x)3

*

(var (x) 3

* var

(y)3)1/ 2

coy (x,y)4
(var (x)4

* var

(y)4)1/ 2

Proxy Hethods:
PM1:

r6 =

coy (x,y)S
(var (x)5

1"112:

y.

r7 =

*

var (Y)5)1/ 2

coy (x,y)6
(var (x) 6

*

var (y)6)

1/

2

I
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NOTES

lIn applied work such variables

sometim~s are represented by proxies.

The various representations of permanent income--by weighted averages of
actual income, or by mean income or asset value for a group that is defined
by occupation or by area of residence--provide examples.

See Friedman's

(1957) original study or, for a recent effort, Wolfe (1979).
An alternative approach is to posit that such variables can be represented
by a latent variable structure.

Recent estimate3 of earnings functions in

which latent variables are used to control for unobserved abilities and motivation are illustrations of this approach.

See Behrman, Hrubec, Taubman,

and Wales (1980), Behrman and Wolfe (1979a,b,c) , Chamberlain (1978), and
Chamberlain and Griliches (1977).
2In recent years the modeling of such selectivity has been considerably
developed, in large part, originally, in regard to women's

la~or f~rce partici~

pation following the suggestions of Gronau (1974) and Lewis (1974).

Methodo-

logy has been developed for maximum likelihood estimation (and approximations
thereof) of related models with limited dependent variables.

This literature

is still expanding rapidly, as recent issues of Econometrica make clear.
Among the most active contributors are Amemiya, Heckman, Lee and Maddala.
For references and recent surveys, see Maddala (1978) and Wales and Woodland
(1979).

As part of the larger project of which this paper is a part, we

provide some extensions and applications for wqmen in a developing country in
Behrman and Wolfe (1979a, 1979c, 1980a, 1980b) and Behraman, Wolfe, and
Tunali (1979).
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3Afifi and Elasho£f (1966, 1967, 1969a, 1969b) and Maddala (1977) proVide
recent surveys of proposed models.
integr~ted

Dempster, Laird

~nd ~ubin

(1917) give

technical account of the current state of the art in this

~n

are~.

4To obtain Figure 1 the n observations have been reordered so that

~11

of those that are complete only x and z are first, all of those that are complete
only for

x are

next,

~ll

of those that are complete for x, y, and z ate next, etc.

5 ·

.

.

In the appendix we give formUlae for all of the alternatives that we

consider.
6Given that the missing
m

=

p

= q is

observ~tions are random, the probability that

s~ll.

7The auxiliary regressions need not be linear.

For e~ample, Gleason and

Staelih (1975) propose a procedure in which the variables are partitioned
into sets of missing and available variables, and then the missing variables
are regressed ort the principal components or the av~ilab1e variables in order
to obtain estimates.

This approach generally is mote difficuit to implement

and more expensive than the use

of

linear auxiliary regressions.

SIn regard to the question of using the dependent variable (say Y ) to
b
fill in missing values of an independent variable (say x

lb

) , we find it use-

ful to quote Gtiliches, Hall, and Hausman (1978, p. 172):
"He have not discussed explicitly using Y to estimate the missing xlbo
b
The full-information maximum-likelihood procedure would do so implicitly.
To econometricians using y to estimate missing x values looks suspiciously
like an invitation to simultaneity bias.

But a complete maximum likelihood

procedure which assumes that both y and all the x's are multi-variate normal,
would use all the information in the sample (see, e.g., the description of the
E-M algorithm in Dempster et

a~

[1977], but it would rtot use the constructed
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;;

xlb

directly in a regression of y on xl and x •
Z

xlb

to fill in the covariances in the X'X matrix, where the fact that

Rather it would use such an

xlb

may

depend on e (the disturbance in y)does not matter and rely on a more elaborate
procedure for getting an estimate of its variance, where it does matter."
9

As long as m equals r, adding z to the auxiliary regression unequivocally

does not reduce (and may increase) efficiency and this method is at least as
efficient as are any·of the others.

Still more efficient estimates might be

obtained, however, if any other observations on the variables of interest are
incorporated (e.g., the association between the first observations on x and z
in Figure 1).
10It is possible, but not very likely, that all of the overlap among the
three (or more) relevant variables is for the same m complete observations •
. In this case MMZ is guaranteed to give a positive definite variance-covariance
matrix, since only these m observations are used to construct the matrix.
llBut Dagenais (1973) also derives a consistent generalized least square
estimator based on the generalization of the auxiliary-regression proxy approach
(PMZ) to the multivariate regression case.
lZIf there is missing information at this stage too, then the process
becomes more complicated or the partial observations are discarded with less
efficiency.

We ignore such a possibility in our discussion of costs.

l3The exception is that MM5 does not have the smallest absolute difference
for any of the 6 ranges of missing observations, although it does have the
second smallest absolute difference for Z ranges (Le., 0 to 5 and 10 to 15
percent, see rows 1 and 3 in Table 3).
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14.For

PM2~high

correlation the smallest absolute value is fot the 5 to

10 percent range and the second smai1est is for the 0 to 5 perceht fange.
l50bvioUS1Y this cOhc1usioh is dependent on the assumptiortthat there
are a reasonable number of complete observations.

In our case it seems to

hoid if each of four variables have up to 30 percent of randomly
observations out of 1200.

missih~
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